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Distributed Interactive Simulation
(DIS) later High Level Architecture
(HLA), focus on information
distribution. However, these
interoperability standards do not
specify how distributed information
shall be used within the receiving
simulations, neither do they specify
to what degree reality must be
modelled. Both well defined
information usage and an adequate
abstraction of reality throughout the
distributed simulation are key
interoperability factors to ensure
effective realism.

In this case study the objectives and
conceptual analysis for a close air
support simulation, involving a
fighter aircraft and a forward air
controller, have been performed.
This case study provides feedback
on the usability of the method and
initiates improvements.

Description of work
This paper proposes a method,
named Model Driven Development
for Distributed Simulation (MD3S),
to ensure better effective realism of
distributed simulations. This
method supports the Federation
Development and Execution
Process (FEDEP) and incorporates
objectives, requirements,
constraints, scenario interactions,
conceptual model, design and some
implementation aspects into a single
unified and fully correlated
development model, which also
benefits verification and validation.
It is based on common systems
engineering practices and uses the
standard Systems Modelling
Language (SysML) for model
expression.

Results and conclusions
A case study has been performed as
an initial evaluation of the MD3S
concepts. This case study illustrated
the main benefits of MD3S. The
most important of these are
complete traceability integrated into
the engineering method, a more
formal specification less susceptible
to misinterpretation and the
possibility to take all aspects needed
for full interoperability into
account.
Applicability
The MD3S method can be applied
to any development of a distributed
simulation. And although it has
been specifically designed for this
purpose development of other
systems, especially interoperable
networks of systems, can benefit
from MD3s.
Further research is needed to fine
tune the method and provide
practical insight into its robustness
in dealing with changing
requirements.

This paper presents the MD3S
concepts by means of a case-study.
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Abbreviations
ACT

Activity Diagram

ATHS

Automatic Target Hand-over System

BDD

Block Definition Diagram

CAS

Close Air Support

CIM

Computation Independent Model

DIS

Distributed Interactive Simulation

FAC

Forward Air Controller

FEDEP

Federation Development and Execution Process

HLA

High Level Architecture

I/ITSEC

Interservice/Industry Training, Simulation & Eduction Conference

INCOSE

International Council On Systems Engineering

LCIM

Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model

MD3S

Model Driven Development for Distributed Simulations

MDA

Model Driven Architecture

MSDL

Military Scenario Definition Language

OMG

Object Management Group

PAR

Parametric Diagram

PIM

Platform Independent Model

PSM

Platform Specific Model

SCM

Simulation Conceptual Model

SD

Sequence Diagram

STM

State Machine Diagram

SysML

Systems Modeling Language

UML

Unified Modelling Language
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1

Introduction

How to build joint distributed mission simulations that are more effective with respect to the set
objectives? Faced with already available simulators, optimal matching between these simulators
in a distributed mission simulation is normally not possible.
Often however these simulators can be connected together and configured such that they have at
least basic interactions in a common environment. But that is usually a costly process, both in
terms of time and money required, and it remains a question whether the resulting distributed
simulation can effectively meet the objectives set out for it.
This paper proposes one means of improving development of effective distributed simulations:
a unified model driven method to create systems engineering models that merges distributed
simulation specific standards with standards and best practices from the domains of systems and
software engineering. Systems engineering models are similar to the blueprints of a building.
The reason engineering models are built is to better understand and have more control over the
system under development, thus ensuring that the result is more effective to its intended use.
Currently, there is no general agreement on one method to produce engineering models for
distributed simulations that covers all of the development process. Rather, the various stages of
development are supported by dedicated methods and resulting engineering models. The work
that is most closely related to the presented work is that on conceptual modelling, especially
those that adopt formal modelling languages like the Unified Modelling Language (UML) as
basis for conceptual modelling.
The method proposed in this paper, called Model Driven Development for Distributed
Simulation (MD3S), is used to produce a unified engineering model. MD3S takes the use of
UML for conceptual modelling a step further by combining SysML, an enhanced version of
UML specific for systems engineering, with the concepts of the Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) to cover all steps of the development process up to and including implementation.
The development of MD3S is part of an encompassing research that is focussed on how to
achieve ‘effective realism’ in distributed simulations. The encompassing research is performed
under authority of The Netherlands Ministry of Defence by a cooperation of the national
research institutes NLR and TNO.
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2

Context

The research programme that supports the development of MD3S deals with the question on
how to build distributed simulations with effective realism. Not all simulations that are available
for a mission simulation are created equal. This leads to the problem of fair play and the
resulting doubt of usage validity. The degree to which simulations can be used together depends
on the intents and objectives with which the distributed simulation is being created. Visual
capability disparities for example may not be relevant in a beyond-visual-range engagement, but
they certainly are when getting up close and personal.
The use of multiple simulations that cooperate to realise common objectives requires carefully
engineered interoperation. Effective realism in this context is realised when the distributed
simulation is an adequate abstraction of reality with respect to the set objectives. By definition
this means that a networked simulation that is effective for one objective is not necessarily
effective for another objective, even when the objectives seem similar.
MD3S is proposed as one means to enhance effectiveness of distributed simulations by means
of a more formal development approach, tightly relating objectives to conceptual model, design
and implementation. The intent is to ensure that the proper interactions are implemented and
that those interactions are properly handled by each of the participating simulations.
One concept that is important to the thought behind MD3S is that of Levels of Conceptual
Interoperability Model (LCIM) as formulated by Dr. Tolk (2003). The LCIM defines five levels
of interoperability, in summary:
Level 0. System Specific Data – No interoperability.
Level 1. Documented Data – Interfaces are well defined (it is documented which
language each one speaks).
Level 2. Aligned Static Data – Interfaces are aligned such that they match (we agree to
use a common language).
Level 3. Aligned Dynamic Data – The use of exchanged information is well defined
(when we send exchange information, it is know how we will deal with it).
Level 4. Harmonised Data – The sub-set of reality that is modelled and its impact on the
distributed simulation are well defined (our capability envelope is well defined
and harmonised for the application objective).
Interchange protocols get as far as level 2 and some technologies are developed to cope with a
subset of level 3 issues. However, aligning dynamic data between simulations depends largely
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on adequate modelling of dynamic aspects. Dr. Tolk states that level 4 cannot be achieved by
means of technology; the conceptual model is the only means to harmonise data to achieve level
4 interoperability. And level 4 is the level needed to make conclusive statements about effective
realism of a distributed simulation.
We agree with this statement made by Dr. Tolk and thus regard the conceptual model the key
part of MD3S to address the main research question of how to achieve effective realism. As
such this paper will focus on the engineering process from the beginning up until the conceptual
model. The latter stages of design and implementation are also regarded important parts of
MD3S, but are not the key focus of the encompassing research and are elaborated at a later
stage.

7
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3 Process, Method, Model, and Language
It is important to separate the notions of process, method, model, and language from each other.
This section establishes a common ground of understanding for what is meant by them, how
they relate and what are the commonly accepted standards in the community of distributed
simulation engineering.
A process describes the steps to be taken and what to do along the way of each step to have ones
developments performed in a controlled way. The processes intent is to guide development,
such that product quality and productivity are optimised.
An engineering method on the other end is a recipe to support the activities defined in the
development process, it is a means to capture the ‘how’. Such recipe prescribes how to create
descriptions from which a real system can be created: the engineering model.
This model is a coherent description of a distributed simulation, used for engineering of such
simulations and containing all levels of detail applicable to the engineering of the simulation.
This means that there is used only one coherent interrelated description for the whole
development cycle. The description will be continuously refined and extended during
development and contains multiple levels of detail that however will be interrelated with each
other. For this paper the word model will refer to an engineering model as defined above. If
other kinds of model are being referred to, like e.g. simulation models, it will be explicitly state
so.
The model is created in a language, the modelling language. This language can be a natural
language or formal language. Whereas natural languages are easy to understand for humans,
they are also inexact (often more than one interpretation is possible) and are less suitable for
conveying structure. There exist formal languages for a very wide scope of different purposes.
Mathematics, programming languages, mark-up languages are all examples of formal
languages. Also there exist various specialised modelling languages, of which the Unified
Modelling Language (UML) is probably the best known.
The current practice for distributed simulation development is that there exist standards for
process, the Federation Development and Execution Process (FEDEP), and interaction,
Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and High Level Architecture (HLA).
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There is currently no such agreement is on method and engineering language. There are ongoing
efforts to define method or language for parts of the process, for example the Simulation
Conceptual Model (SCM) and for scenario definition, the Military Scenario Definition
Language (MSDL). Some, like the SCM, are still in an investigation stage. MSDL on the other
hand is being developed.
Besides the FEDEP as the development process of choice, there are two other key enabling
technologies behind MD3S: the SysML modelling language and the Model Driven Architecture
(MDA).

9
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4

The SysML Modelling Language

This paper proposes to use one unified model across development, right up until the
implementation. To facilitate creating such model a language is needed that provides all means
necessary to create the unified model.
In the software engineering world unification of engineering model and language are being
enabled by the Unified Modelling Language (UML). UML can be considered a mature, but
continuously improving, modelling language.
Constructing distributed simulations is more than software engineering, it is very much like
systems engineering. Software engineering concepts can be used as a basis, but have to be
extended to cover the specific needs of systems engineering. 2006 Brought just that, the
Systems Modelling Language (SysML), a tuned and extended UML specifically designed to
cover systems engineering needs. Like UML, it is a language and no method or process is
provided.
Of course there are more systems engineering languages around. However since SysML is fully
supported by the International Council On Systems Engineering (INCOSE) and tool support is
already readily available from multiple vendors, it is expected that SysML will quickly become
the industry standard modelling language for systems engineering. In the past we have seen the
same happening with UML for software engineering. Another direct advantage is that, since
distributed simulations are software heavy, the systems engineering process can seamlessly
connect to software engineering for certain parts of the simulation.
The model, described with SysML, is the blueprint of the distributed simulation, but who can
understand the model? Like with any language, one has to learn the language before being able
to understand it. Introducing a new language is for this reason something that should be done
with great caution. Who in the community of distributed simulation ‘speaks’ the language?
What about those that do not? Do we need to teach and preach the language to every single
person involved?
For practical reasons it is not feasible and desirable to teach each and every involved person
SysML. Not everyone has the proper background and one cannot expect such effort from a
customer. But neither is it needed to teach every involved person whole of SysML. For most
people it suffices to understand a small portion of SysML. For example requirements diagrams
need to be understood by end-users, but luckily those are easy to understand.

10
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For those parts of the model where SysML does not provide an adequate representation that fits
with the background of the people that need to understand those models, UML and SysML offer
the flexibility to alter notation to better fit with the application domain.
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5

Model Driven Architecture

Another important background for the development of MD3S is the Model-Driven Architecture
(MDA), which is an architecture developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) to
support software development. A quote from the MDA Guide (2003):
The Model-Driven Architecture starts with the well-known and long established idea of
separating the specification of the operation of a system from the details of the way that
system uses the capabilities of its platform.
MDA provides an approach for, and enables tools to be provided for:


specifying a system independently of the platform that supports it,



specifying platforms,



choosing a particular platform for the system, and



transforming the system specification into one for a particular platform.

The three primary goals of MDA are portability, interoperability and reusability
through architectural separation of concerns.
The basic concept behind the MDA defines three distinct viewpoints:


Computation independent viewpoint; represented by a Computation Independent Model
(CIM). The CIM is a domain model with the purpose of bridging the gap between
domain experts and solution experts.



Platform independent viewpoint; represented by a Platform Independent Model (PIM).
The PIM is a model that describes the operation of a system without the inclusion of
details that are specific to a particular solution.



Platform specific viewpoint; represented by a Platform Specific Model (PSM). The
PSM is a translation of the PIM to a specific platform; it is a direct representation of an
implementation.

12
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6

Unification

The FEDEP (see Figure 1) is taken as the process basis for MD3S. It is the industry accepted
standardised process to develop distributed simulations and it is periodically updated to reflect
the latest insights. A model driven engineering approach does not need a different process; it is
a different way of implementing the process. The FEDEP combined with MDA fundamentals
and the SysML language form the basis of MD3S.
SysML is used to express all of the MD3S models, meaning that there is no mismatch in
expression language between the stages of development. The matching of the MDA architecture
fundamentals to distributed simulation development and the FEDEP is as follows (see Figure 1
for the steps of the FEDEP):


The MDA Computation Independent Model (CIM) is matched to FEDEP step 1, the
definition of federation objectives. The result is an objectives model that represents the
viewpoint of the application domain expert.



The MDA Platform Independent Model (PIM) is matched to FEDEP step 2, the
conceptual analysis. The result is a set of usage scenarios and a conceptual model
annotated with additional federation requirements.



The MDA Platform Specific Model (PSM) is matched to FEDEP steps 3, the design.
The result is a design that is specific to the selected platforms and other resources.

Referring back to the levels of interoperability, it is clear that the specification of the PIM
including full traceability back to the CIM is the crucial step of engineering a distributed
simulation with respect to insurance of adequate effective realism. The PSM is a linear
transformation of the PIM to a specific set of target platforms.
In practise it often happens that the specifications in the PIM cannot be satisfied to 100% by the
selected resources. In this case round-trip iterative engineering should be applied. The available
full traceability provides a powerful means to perform reverse analysis of the impact on the
objectives of the resource constraints. Based on this analysis it is possible to make well founded
decisions to change objectives. These changed objectives result in changes to the PIM through
normal process flow.

Figure 1: The FEDEP
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7

MD3S: Illustrated by Case Study

A case study is being elaborated in support of the ongoing research into effective realism of
distributed mission simulations. MD3S is applied to this case study, which provides a feedback
on the usability of the method and initiate improvements. The setting for this case has been
chosen to be a Close Air Support (CAS) scenario in which a forward air controller (FAC) team
on the ground and a flight of two F-16 fighters together perform a training task in a virtual
mission environment. This section describes the MD3S method illustrated with examples from
this case study.
7.1

Case description

The main objective of the CAS training case is that both the fighter pilots and the FAC-team get
training in following the correct procedures while delivering a laser guided weapon on a ground
target. An additional objective is that the target will be laser designated by the FAC-team from
the ground, instead of by the fighters from the air. Also no advanced technologies, like an
automatic target handover system (ATHS) or a targeting pod video-link shall be used during
this training. So it can be said that this is a training of the basic procedures using voice
communication interactions between the ground and the air only.
7.2

Objectives analysis

Following the prime objective of the case, as specified above, a further objectives analysis is
required to be able to derive the requirements for all the components that form the distributed
mission simulation.
req Obj ectiv es_specification [Obj ectiv es]

NL-MoD

«trace»
To train th e collabora tion of a
FAC-team a nd a fligh t of F-16
fighter aircraft i n the delivery of
GBU-12 lase r guided we apons in a
virtual training environment.
«refine»

«refine»

Training shall inc orporate
FAC-team laser designation.

Focus of th e training is tactics
and proc edures.

Figure 2: Example user needs specification
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Requirements engineering as such is not new and therefore the industry already has its common
practices, standards and tools to support this part of the development process. A tool such as
DOORS has become the de facto standard for example. This gives rise to the question why to
do the requirements engineering in a different way using SysML?
The rationale for integrating requirements engineering in the MD3S engineering model is to
improve correlation of requirements with their derived model elements. The traceability of the
requirements during the development process is also improved. Tool support exists that allows
connecting SysML and current industry standards, thereby combining the benefits of both
worlds.
This part of MD3S maps onto the ‘Define Federation Objectives’ phase of the FEDEP. But
whereas the FEDEP has identified two separate steps, ‘Identify User/Sponsor Needs’ and
‘Develop Objectives’, for MD3S it has been decided to merge the result of those steps into one
single objectives model. The development of objectives is regarded as an elaboration of the user
needs. The use of a single objectives model improves consistency and prevents duplication of
requirement formulations.
Based on the activities as identified in the FEDEP certain categories of objectives have been
identified for MD3S. Examples of these are critical system, fidelity, security or scenario
objectives. But also resource availability and evaluation criteria can be addressed in this phase.
req Critical_systems_obj ectiv es [Critical_systems_obj ectiv es]
T he FA C shal l be
equip ed wi th a
laser designator.
«refine»
«derive»
Train ing shall
inco rporate
FAC-t eam l aser
design ation.

The FA C and F-16s
shall be able to
commun icate with
each o ther.

A F AC
simulation.

(from Objectives_specification)

«derive»

«derive»
To train th e collabora tion of a
FAC-team a nd a fligh t of F-16
fighter aircraft i n the delivery of
GBU-12 laser guided weapons
in a virtual training
enviro nment.

Minima l nega tive
training i n normal
operati ng
proced ures.
(from Fidelity_objectives)

(from Objectives_specification)

«derive»
«derive»

T he F1 6s sha ll be
equip ed with
targeting pods.

«refine»

«derive»

Two F-16
simulations.

«derive»

«refine»

The F-1 6s sha ll be
equip ed with
GBU-1 2 la ser
guided bo mb units.

Figure 3: Example objectives specification
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Which kind of objectives need to be derived exactly also depends strongly on the aim of the
distributed simulation being constructed.
Looking at the CAS training case this means that the main objective as outlined before can be
expressed in a SysML requirements diagram. Actors are used to clearly track the origin of an
objective. The requirements that are related to an actor and their refinements are the original
user needs as defined in the first sub-step of the FEDEP. The requirements that are identified as
derived are the objectives from the second sub-step of the FEDEP. In that way the difference
between those types of requirements still remains identifiable, although all requirements are
combined into one model. Specification of user needs is illustrated in Figure 2, while Figure 3
illustrates the derivation of objectives.
7.3

Conceptual analysis

The FEDEP defines three sub-steps for its second step, the conceptual analysis. These sub-steps
are:
1. Develop scenario
2. Develop federation conceptual model
3. Develop federation requirements
MD3S adopts two perspectives in its PIM to cover the products of all three FEDEP sub-steps:
uc CAS training [CAS training]

«include»
Execute collaboration
training

Perform ta rget
designation

«include»

Attack preparation

«include»
«include»
«include»
Perform collabo ration
training

FAC-team

Perform ta rget
identification
«precedes»

«include»

Perform w e apon
deliv ery

Obse rv er
Ev aluate training

F-16 2-ship flight

FAC ins tructor F-16 ins tructor

Figure 4: Example use case specification
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1. Scenarios
2. Conceptual model
The target of the MD3S scenarios is to specify the following three aspects for a distributed
simulation:


Specification of the context of the simulation by means of identification of the actors
that interact with the simulation.



Specification of the use cases of the simulation.



Specification of the scenario flows for each of the use cases.

Scenario specifications are modelled by means of use case diagrams (see Figure 4). For the
detailed scenario specification either activity diagrams or sequence diagrams are used (see
Figure 5). In those the different activities can be identified and assigned to the relevant player
roles.
The sub-steps for federation conceptual model and federation requirements are combined into
one, whereby the federation requirements become an integral part of the conceptual model and
are directly related to the conceptual model elements.
act Execute collaboration training [Execute collaboration training]
FAC-team

F-16 fli ght lead

F-16 attacker

Start
Attack preparation
Prov ide initial target
information

Announce ready for CAS

Assign attacker

Target identification
Prov ide target information

Identify target

No
Target id entified

Yes

Weapon deliv ery
Start attack run

Release w eapon

Target designation
Laser designate target

Announce laser designation
start

En d

Figure 5: Example scenario specification
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The target of the MD3S conceptual model is to specify the following four aspects for a
distributed simulation:


Specification of significant distributed simulation elements and their associations.



Specification of the dynamic interactions between associated simulation elements.



Specification of the required behaviour of simulation elements as a result of
interactions.



Specification of the relation between real-world elements and their simulation
counterparts.

The latter bullet is specific to the domain of modelling and simulation in that the intent of a
simulation is by definition to represent real-world elements in a simplified form. The degree to
which this simplification is done is a crucial aspect in realising adequate effective realism. This
is also the most difficult part to specify in the MD3S model.
MD3S takes the approach to supply a component library that contains SysML descriptions that
represent real-world elements, including the relations between and the compositions of these
real-world elements if applicable. The conceptual model identifies simulation elements that
bdd CAS_training [CAS_training]
Aircraft

Two F-16
simulations.

«block»
Aircraft::Dutch_F-16

(from Critical_systems_objectives)

«satisfy»

GBU

«block»
CAS_training_F-16_simulation
{2}

«block»
GBU::G BU-12

Sensor

«block»
CAS_training_GBU-12_simulation

«block»
Sensors::
Laser_de signator

FAC
«block»
FAC::Dutch_FAC

«block»
CAS_training_laser_designator_simulation

A FAC simulation.
«satisfy»

«block»
CAS_training_FAC_simulation
{1}

(from Critical_systems_objectives)

Figure 6: Example specification of distributed
elements, their associations and which real-world
elements they implement
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realise these real-world representations with the possibility to specify appropriate constraints on
this realisation.
Specification of significant distributed simulation elements and their associations is done by
means of SysML Block Definition Diagrams (BDD). In SysML the term block is an abstraction
for a system or system component; in MD3S a block is an abstraction of any element that needs
identification in a distributed simulation. These can be whole simulations, but also models that
make up a simulation or supporting systems like data loggers. Associations between blocks
indicate that there are interactions possible between the blocks. Special associations are
available to specify block composition and block similarity (inheritance).
In the same block diagrams the relations to the real-world domain are specified by means of socalled realisation associations between simulation elements and elements from the component
library represent the real-world elements. For further details of these real-world representatives,
reference can be made to their specification in the component library. An example of such
specification is presented in Figure 6.
Specification of the dynamic interactions and the resulting required behaviour of the simulation
stm CAS_training_GBU-12_simulation [CAS_training_GBU-12_simulation]

Init ial

Unrel eased

Weapon release
/Simulate unguided
bomb fall

Unguided_flight
Impact o n ground
/Calculate detonation

Laser spot acquired
/Simulate guided
bomb fall

Detonated

Laser spot lost
/Simulate unguided
bomb fall

Guided_ flight

Impact o n ground
/Calculate detonation
/Distribute detonation report

Fin al

Figure 7: Example state machine diagram for a
laser guided bomb simulation
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elements is done by means of SysML activity diagrams (ACT), sequence diagrams (SD), the
definition of event triggers on blocks (in BDD), state machine diagrams (STM), and parametric
diagrams (PAR). It is regarded as engineering freedom for the system architect to decide which
combination of diagrams best suits the behaviour of the system being modelled. The important
message here is that SysML provides substantial means to formally specify interaction and
behaviour.
Figure 7 shows an example of using a state machine diagram to specify how input events trigger
action and state changes, which in turn results in output events.
The activity diagram shown in Figure 8 complements the state machine diagram of Figure 7 by
specifying the activities related to the identified states of the laser guided bomb simulation.
act CAS_training_GBU-12_simulation [CAS_training_GBU-12_simulatio...

Part of the procedure training for
the FACs is to position
themselves appropriately w.r.t.
the target of interest; exposure to
the detonation blast is thus of
importance.

ActivityInitial

Simulate unguided bomb
fall

Deto nati on
attribu tes sha ll be
very realistic.

«trace»

Simulate guided bomb fall

Calculate detonation

«trace»
Bomb guida nce
will be perfect

Distribute detonation report

This training is about
procedure training; it is
undesireable to have
realistic system failures taken
into account when
evaluating pilot
performance in such
training.

ActivityFinal

Figure 8: Example activity diagram for a laser
guided bomb simulation
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Where applicable it is possible to include system requirements in any of the SysML diagrams
and associate those requirements to those engineering model elements where they apply to.
System requirements are thus fully embedded in the conceptual model with full traceability and
a coherent view for the conceptual model architects. Notes can be used to document rationale
for decisions. Figure 8 includes examples of additional system requirements and notes about
their rationale.
7.4

Lessons learned

While working on this case study it became very apparent that tightly integrating requirements
definitions with the conceptual model greatly benefits a clear understanding on how objectives
are translated into functional blocks that interact. Working on the problem with an expanding
model, whereby a model on a higher level of abstraction is translated into a model on a lower
level of abstraction by adding to the overall model with explicit traceability, adds to this
positive effect as the steps of analysis can be clearly followed through the available traceability.
SysML is a very promising formal language for such modelling approach and provides good
means to model static relations, interactions, and dynamic behaviour as well as traceability and
annotation.
Further maturation of MD3S is therefore regarded as desired by the authors. Within the current
research programme continued improvement of MD3S is pursued and additional studies will be
performed to analyse how well the approach is suited to cope with adaptations. For this, cases
will be elaborated that are variations of each other so that it becomes clear how a new case can
be developed from an existing case. Behaving well to adaptations is regarded as a key element
to a successful method, because in the field of distributed mission simulation it is very common
to have variations and extensions to earlier developed simulation exercises. With current
insights it is not expected that the MD3S approach will falter on this point; quite the opposite,
MD3S is expected to be a key technology to better cope with change.
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8

Conclusions and Future Developments

This paper proposes a unification of the FEDEP, the MDA modelling architecture, and the
SysML modelling language into a method to engineer distributed simulations. This Model
Driven Development for Distributed Simulations provides a number of benefits to the
development of distributed simulations, amongst others:


One formal engineering language baseline, i.e. SysML, which is an industry standard.



Complete traceability integrated into the resulting engineering model.



Requirements are not only visually related to each other, but also to model constructs in
other stages of specification and development.



More formal specification is less susceptible to misinterpretation.



All aspects for full interoperability are taken into account, including behaviour
specification and relation to the real-world elements that are modelled and simulated.

Current focus is on the initial steps of the FEDEP, which are the most important steps for the
encompassing research project that is concerned with effective realism of distributed mission
simulations. The concept behind MD3S is however to cover all of the simulation development
cycle and the basic building blocks for that concept are already in place:


The MDA concepts of transformation from platform independent model to platform
specific model maps to the process of going from FEDEP step 2 (conceptual analysis)
to FEDEP step 3 (design federation).



SysML and UML provide the power to iterate into design level detail. Because SysML
is a customisation of UML, necessary software developments become an integral part of
the whole MD3S model.



UML also allows for data modelling, which provides excellent means for integrating
development of High Level Architecture (HLA) object models.

Other authors have proposed the use of UML/SysML and MDA for use in distributed
simulation development for more specific application. However, the full power of these can
only be achieved by full complementary integration of UML/SysML, MDA, and the FEDEP;
from the first step to the last.
A case study has been performed as an initial evaluation of the MD3S concepts. This case study
illustrated the benefits mentioned above and provides a first validation that MD3S is a good line
of though. Although further research is needed to fine tune the method and provide practical
insight in to its robustness against change.
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Therefore related cases will be elaborated next. In these variation on the scenario of the first
case will be made, focussing on CAS for mission rehearsal instead of training. This second case
study will provide insight into change engineering aided by MD3S and the method will be
enhanced accordingly.
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